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Synopsis 

It is shown that the asymptotically stationary states, as introduced by Van 
Hover), provide a natural tool to describe the scattering of composite systems. The 
scattering problem is formulated in terms of these a.s. states and a unitary S-matrix 
is defined. In this paper we treat the formal aspects with complete mathematical 
rigour. The method can be used to derive an alternative form of the Faddeev e- 
quations 2, 3). 

1. Introduction. A much discussed problem in quantum mechanics is the 

question of how the S-matrix should be defined for scattering by bound 
states. Because of the overlap of final states which then always takes place, 

this is a non-trivial problem. A different but related problem is the following. 
For the scattering of a particle by a bound state of other particles, the 
kernel of the “Lippman-Schwinger” equation for the resolvent K(z) is not 
of Hilbert-Schmidt type and gives not even a completely continuous operator. 
The methods which are commonly used for the solution of the equations for 
two-body problems therefore do not apply. Faddeev, however, has shown 
that it is possible to formulate the equations for the scattering states in 

such a way that only (coupled) integral equations with completely continuous 
operators occurs). He considers two-body interactions by potentials whose 

Fourier transforms have certain, not very restrictive, properties. The actual 
calculation of the S-matrix, however, is very complicated. It is the purpose 
of the present paper to describe a method which is well suited for the 
description of scattering by bound states. With this method the definition 

of the S-matrix becomes a simple generalization of the well known case of 
two particle scattering. For its actual evaluation, the reduction method of 
Faddeev must be used again. This will be discussed in the following paper. 

The fundamental idea is to span the Hilbert space by an overcomplete 
set of basic states IQ>, which are formed by taking products of free particle 
states. A bound state of m particles is also considered as one free particle. 
The states /CL> have the property of being asymptotically orthonormal (a.o.) 
and asymptotically stationary (a.s.) These concepts are taken from van 
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Hove’s worki) and will again be defined in section 2. If we now expand the 
stationary scattering states ICC>* (solutions of the Schrodinger equation with 

definite boundary values) in terms of the a.s. states 

the expansion coefficients cpLu(*) are not uniquely defined, due to the over- 
completeness (see section 2) of the as. states. It can be shown, however, 

(see section 4) that on the energyshell the cga(*) are unique. This implies that 
also the S-matrix, to be defined in section 3, is uniquely determined. In 

section 4 we will also show that our S-matrix is unitary. 
A justification of the formal steps which will be taken in the following 

sections is given in an appendix. Although the results of this appendix 

are completely general we have given in section 5 a more detailed 
discussion of these formal steps for the case of three particle systems. The 

conclusions are collected in section 6. Before proceeding to the next section 
we want to make the following remark concerning the stationary states 

la)* in (1). If the potentials describing the interactions between the particles 
are not invariant for translations the total momentum is not a conserved 

quantity and consequently there will be no restriction on the integration 
over p in (1). If, on the other hand, the total momentum is a constant of the 
motion we can take for [a> states with a definite value Pa of the total mo- 
mentum and it will be understood that in the integration over p in (1) only 

those states I@) occur for which PO = P,. Because I,!?> is a product state of 
1z so called free particles this is easily realized by omitting from all quantum 
number 1 the ones giving the momentum of one free particle. The value of 

the latter is then determined by PO = P,. A similar procedure is adopted 

when other conserved quantities (e.g. parity) exist. 

2. Asymptotically orthonormal and stationary states. We assume that 

in one way or another a set of basic states la> is given which has the property 
that for any two square integrable functions dl(a) and &(a) a (generalized) 
Fourier integral exists that maps in L2 and that the wave packets 

satisfy 

l&t)> = S&(a) ePisGt Ia> (i= 1,2) (2) 

lim @r(t) I&D = S d,*(a) 464 (i,j= 1,2) (3) 
t+Ltm 

(For an example of such integrals see section 5). The states /a> will then be 
called asymptotically orthonormal. 

In the case of a system of three different particles we take for the basic 
set /a> the following states: 
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1. products of three plane waves: Ia> = Ik1, ka, ks) with 

G’k; @k; @k; 

ELx = 2m1 2m2 
-+--+2m 

3 

2. the product of one free particle and a bound state of the other two; 
for example : 

fi2k; 
1~) = lkl,p, rt> with ELI = zm + 

?Pp2 
- E(n), 

1 qm2 + m3) 

where n chararacterizes the bound state of the two particles and E(n) is 
its binding energy. 

3. three particle bound states: 

/cc> = /p, 7) with E& = 
7Vp2 

2(m1+ m2 + m3) 
- E(T), 

where T characterizes the bound state of the three particles and E(T) is 
its binding energy. 

In section 5 it will indeed be shown that these states are a.o. From this 
example it will be clear how in general we define states la> and the corre- 

sponding energies Ed. It should be noted that, in order to construct these 
states for a system of n particles, all bound states of 2, 3, . . . . n - 1 particles 
must be known. Furthermore we observe that, since the states of the type 

1 by itself form a complete and orthonormal base, the set ICC> will in general 

be overcomplete. In this and the following paper we will be interested in 
scattering only and not in the case where all n particles are bound. For this 
reason we will omit the states of type 3 from our basic set, which remains 
overcomplete, however. The expansion coefficients coa(*) in the stationary 
scattering states (1) are therefore not uniquely defined. In spite of this fact 
it is nevertheless possible to use the scattering amplitudes for a unique 
definition of the S-matrix. 

In a scattering experiment the observed initial and final states are precisely 
given by our asymptotic states ]a>. The S-matrix must therefore be defined in 
terms of these states. Following Van Hovel) this is done as follows. Let 
j?(t)> be a solution of the Schrddinger equation and let us suppose that coef- 
ficients 6(a) and b”( a exist so that the norm of the state ) 

/y(t)> -J 6(a) ePiCat /a> for 
(x 

and of the state 

If&)> -_Sb(a) emi”af /a> for 
OT 

approaches zero. (Let Iv(t)> be orthogonal to 
If this property is satisfied for all solutions 

will be called asymptotically stationary (a.s.). 

t+-ccl (4) 

t++co (5) 

the bound states) 
Iv(t)>, the set of states la> 
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3. Definition of the S-matrix. The S-matrix which is directly related to 
our experiment, is then defined by 

b”(a) =/SC&B). (6) 

In the remainder of this section we want to show that the coefficients b(a) 
and b”(a) exist and are uniquely defined, and that there is no ambiguity in 
the definition of Sap. In section 4 the unitarity of S will be proved. 

It is known that the solution Iv(t)> can be expanded uniquely in terms 
of the stationary scattering states lc+* as follows: 

(v(t) =EJd+(a) e-““f [a>+ = ]d-(a) e-i”“t ]a>-. 
a 

(7) 

This is the spectral decomposition theorem which can be applied since the 
Hamiltonian is always self-adjoint. For 3 particles Faddeev proved this 
spectral decomposition theorem (see ref. 3). Since we consider only scattering 
problems the energies E Ly are the same as the energies of the asymptotic 
states. Iv(t)> shall be normalized, so that 

<P’(t)I&)> =/d*,(a) &(a) = 1. (8) 

Consider now the states 

I&(t)> =/&(a) e+Ot Ia> (9) 

with the same d*(a) as in (2.7). In these states the scattering is not taken 
into account, so that [#i(t)> is not a solution of the Schrijdinger equation. 
In most cases the norm of these states will not be constant in time, because 
the basic states /a> are not all orthogonal to each other. We have, however, 

lim <#&)I$&)> = lim <W)I~~(t)) = 1. (10) 
t++m t+--oa 

which follows from our assumption (3) that the states [a> are asymptotically 
orthonormal. 

Similarly we can show that for t --f T co the norm of the state Iv(t)> - 

- It,LJt)> tends to zero. We will prove this by showing that 

lim <$&)l~(t)> = 1 (11) 
t+?w 

For that purpose we write /q(t)> in the form 

/y(t)> = s &(a) *eei"at la> - Is e-ieat. cm(f) u4 Ip> 

&fl - E& F io (12) 
a Pa 

where the expansions (1) and (7) h ave been used. We now assume that all 
singularities in the expansion coefficients in (1) are taken care of by the 
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energy denominator and that c~&(*) and d+(a) satisfy some conditions of 
smoothness and boundedness. The exact formulation of these conditions 
will be given in the appendix. There a justification will also be given of the 
formal steps in the following proof. Taking the scalar product of Iv(t)> with 
I&(t)> as given in (9) the first term on the right hand side of (12) gives one, 
because the states IQ> are a.o. The second term can be written in the form 

SC 
ei(er-Ea)t 

ckk4*) U-4 ei(s+~)t <y l8> EB _ Eb T i. -d;(y) (13) 
. 

Yb a 

The product <y I/?> may be replaced by 6(y - fi) in the limit t + T co. 
Since the formal identities 

lim 
ei(EP-Ea)l 2 ni 8(&g - ea) for t + fco 

= 
&fl - &a - io 0 for t -3. --cm 

(14) 

and 

lim 
ei(ss--c,)t 0 for t +- +OO 

qJ - Em + io = --2nid(q - EJ for t + -00 (15) 

will also be proved in the appendix, it follows that the expression in (13) 
tends to zero for t -+ +o. This proves (11). 

We have therefore shown that for asymptotic times the state Iv(t)> can 
be represented in the form It,&(t)) (equation (9)). This means that the states 
/a> are indeed a.s. From (9) we see that a possible choice for b(a) and b”(a) 

in (4) and (5) is d+(a) and d-(a) respectively. We will show that this choice 
is unique. Suppose there is another b’(a) such that in addition to (4) also 

Iv(t)> =/b’(a) emi”et (a> for t + -co 
c( 

tends to zero in norm. Then for any state 

Ix(t)> = SC(a) edGut la) 
GI 

we have, because the states la> are a.o., 

tlJmm <X(t)l&)> =/c*(a) b(a) =/c*(a) b’(a). 
G( c( 

The last two terms in this expression define a scalar product in a new 
Hilbert space of L2 functions, which is the direct sum of as many Hilbert 
spaces as there are channels. Since in the above equality the c(a) that are 
admitted (see appendix) form a dense set in this new Hilbert space, it follows 
that b(a) = b’(a) ( a most 1 everywhere). In the same way one can prove that 
b”(a) is unique. The S-matrix is therefore defined by 

d-(a) = J sod+ 
B 

(16) 
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4. Unitarity and form of the S-matrix. In the same way as we proved (1 I), 
it can be shown, using all equalities in (14) and (15), that the following 
relations hold : 

lim <++(t)Idt)) = Jd; (4 d-(m) = 
t++ca 

~~P;(B)P(~ - 4 - 2+3a(+) q&L3 

lim <#+(t)b(t)> = 1 
t-t-co 

=/qww - 4 + 2nk%x(-).S(q3 
a0 

lim <#-(t)lp(t)) = 1 
t++co 

41 d+(a) 

41 d-(a) 

(4 

P) 

=p[c (B)[W - 4 - 27%3ol(+) q-73 - 41 d+(a) 67 

lim Q-(t) Iv(t)> = jd*(a) d+(a) 
t+-m 

+l(B)Ld(B - a) + 2nicpa(-_) d(F@ - &a)] d-(a) (D) 

For the following it will be useful to define operators L+ and L- in the 

Hilbertspace of functions d(cr) by their matrixelements 

L/& = 8(/l - a) r 27&&J*) q&p - Ed) (17) 

Moreover, it will be advantageous to use abbreviations for the expressions 

in (A), (B), (C) and (D) by introducing the bracket notation 

(c, L*d) =a{C*(a) L$ d(B). 

Faddeeva) has shown (theorem 9.2) that the operator S defined in (16) 
is isometric and maps the entire Hilbertspace of L2 functions of our type d(a) 
(his formula 9.6) onto itself (theorem 9.1). This is equivalent to his S-matrix 
being unitary. We now want to prove that 

s = L+ (18) 

s-1 = St = L- (19) 

We first of all remark that S is defined everywhere, but that the operators 
L* are defined only on the dense subset of smooth and finite functions d(a). 
From (A) and (16) follows that for these functions 

(d+, d-) = (d+, Sd+) = (d+, L+d+). (20) 

Substituting for d+ the forms cl + cs and cr + icz, where cl en c2 are again 
smooth and finite, we obtain 

(Cl, (S - L+) 4 = 0 (21) 
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(21) shows that S - L+ is bounded on its domain. It can therefore be 

uniquely to an everywhere defined bounded operator. Since S is defined 

already on the extension of this domain it follows immediately that S = L+, 
or in matrixform 

S@ = S(Lz - /9) - 2nic,4+) 8(&a - Ep). (22) 

In the same way one proves from (D) that S-i = L-, or 

S,-,l = S(a - B) + 27ci C,fi(-) d(.zn - qj). (23) 

From the last two equations and the unitarity of S it follows that on the 

energy shell 

CM(+) = $a(-). (24 

5. Three-particle systems. In this section we will prove explicitly that the 

states la> for three-particle systems, as defined in section 2, are indeed 
a.o. and a.s. Consider the wavefunctions 

W(Q, rs, ra, t) = (2+tJc(kikska) .e i(Rl.rl+kz.ra+ka.r3-&~~) dki dk2 dka (25) 

and 

(?%(rr, rs, ra, t) = &(r23) / d(kiKsa) (2n)-3. ei(k1r1+KZ3Ra3-E@t) dki dK23 (26) 

which belong to two different channels and where r23 = r2 - r3, 

R23 = 
m2r2 + m3r3 

m2+m3 

and n specifies the bound state of particle 2 and 3 with energy E,. 

ti2k; h2k; @k; 

&@ - 2rnl 2m2 
+-+,m and 

3 

@k; 
---+ 

#SK& 
” = 2mi 2(m2 + m3) 

- I&l. 

We want to show that: 

lim f pT(rlr2r3 t) y2(rlr2r3t) drl dr2 drs = 0 
t+*m 

(27) 

In order to do this, we first expand &(rz3) into plane waves (27z)-*.eikas’res. 
By transforming from the variables (K23, k23) to (k2, k3) such that 

K23 = k2 + k3 and k23 = 
m&2 - m&3 

m2 + m3 ’ 

we can apply the theorem of Fourier-Plancherel to the (rl, 12, r3) -integration 
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and obtain for the integral in (27) the following 
h 

where 

/ c*(ki, ks, ks) tin (ksa) d(ki, K23) e icscse)t dkl dk2 dks, (28) 

The integrand is a Li-function. After a transformation to new variables, 
of which &or - ~0 is one, the integrand is again a Li-function, so that ac- 
cording to Fubini’s theoreme), repeated integration is permitted. Performing 
all integrations except over 8 a - EP = zt gives an integral of the form 
J f (24) ei’lt du. Since f(u) is (again by Fubini) a Li-function, this integral 
approaches zero for t --f fco, due to the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem. This 
proves (27) for a special case. When ~1 and ~2 belong to two different bound 
state channels the proof can be given along the same lines as in the previous 
example. We conclude therefore that the states \a> in the three-particle case 
are a.o. In section 2 it was shown that the states /CL> are a.s. when certain 
conditions on cpa(*) and d -( ) i a are satisfied. In the appendix, it will be proved 
that sufficient conditions are : 

Ia. c(/3, a) is Holder continuous in all variables (a, /I) 

Ib. Ic(B, a)l < M. Q P-3 for ~0 + co if a is restricted to a finite domain. 
II. d+(a) is Holder continuous in a with finite support. 
This last condition is not an actual restriction, because the set of functions 

d(kl, k23) is dense, so that the proof of the unitarity of the S-matrix as 
given in section 4 still holds. The question therefore whether the states (a> 

are asymptotically stationary all depends on the possibility to satisfy I. 
It has not been investigated whether the Schrijdinger equation allows 
solutions c(/?, a) which indeed fulfil this condition. 

6. Conclusions. In this paper we have developed an S-matrix formalism 
to describe the scattering of compound many-particle systems. Since in 
a scattering experiment the initial and final states are always products of 
one-particle states - each of which may be either elementary or composite - 
we introduced these product states as the basic states of our Hilbert space. 
In this way the definition of the S-matrix becomes very simple, but the 
proof of the uniqueness and of the unitarity of this S-matrix is complicated 
by the fact that these product states are overcomplete. The proof, which 
uses a theorem of Fadd eeva), could nevertheless be given by first showing 
that our basic states are asymptotically orthonormal and asymptotically 
stationary, concepts which were introduced by Van Hovel) for many- 
particle systems. The remaining problem was to show that in principle our 
S-matrix could be calculated from the stationary scattering states. For this 
purpose these stationary scattering states were expanded into our (over- 
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complete) basic set of product states. (See equation (1)). The expansion 
coefficients cpbc(+) are of course not uniquely defined, but it could be shown 

that on the energy shell (i.e. for ~0 = ea) they are simply related to the 
S-matrix (equation (22)) so that there is no ambiguity for that case. The 
relation (22) is the same as obtained in ordinary two-particle scattering 
theory. The only condition we had to impose on the function ~,a(+), in 

order to prove that our product states were indeed asymptotically station- 
ary, was that is satisfied a Halder condition in all variables. It remains an 

open question, which has neither been solved in Faddeev’s work, whether 
the Schrijdinger equation for the stationary scattering state allows a solution 
so that the Hijlder condition for cab(+) is fulfilled. For an investigation of 

this problem the (modified) Faddeev equations for c&+) should first be 
derived. This will be done in the following papera). 

MATHEMATICAL APPENDIX 

In this appendix we will prove the validity of the following formal 
identities : 

A. lim e 
ioto 

1 

0 for to + fw 
= 

to+*m co + io -27cid(o) for to + -co 
A.l). 

lim 
eiwto +27ciS(co) for to -+ +co 

= 
tp+*ca 0 - io 0 for to --f --03 (A.2) 

B. Formulate under what conditions on the functions c(,Y, a) and d+(a) 
the asymptotic stationarity can be proved. 
A. Let f(m) be a HBlder-continuous function with finite support: 

If@ + 4 - fWl G c 14 y with 0 < y < 1 and f(m) = 0 if 1~1 > a. 

We have 
co 00 

s & f(w) dw = -&%a;. 
s 

emet f(t - to) dt (A.3) 
-cc. 0 

by the theorem of Parseval, where 

f(t) = 7&f f(w) evimt dw. 

-co 

The function f(t) is in C@’ (infinitely often differentiable) and bounded. 
If in (A.3) the limit E 1 0 could be taken inside the integral sign, we would 
have proved (A.l). However, simple examples show that fA(t) is in general 
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not in L’, so the Lebesque theorem on bounded convergence cannot be 
used here. Therefore we proceed as follows: f(m) can be approximated 
uniformly by triangle functions 

d(w) =o w<a. 

Z-- a+w a,<co<b 

= -ct.-a+fb b<m<2b-aa. 

=0 co>2b-a. 

thus: If(m) - fn(~)J < ~1 if n 3 NO. 

Since 1 = lim lim lim M f&J) 

s 
-~ eiwto dw = lim lim 

O” f(w) eiwio dw 

7Lec.z to++co 40 w + is to+*w 40 s cc) + iE 
-cc --oo 

and since the Fourier transform of a finite sum of triangle functions, is a 
Riemann-integrable function, we have by (A.3): 

I = lim lim - 1/%+ [&t - to) dt = 

And this proves (A. 1). In the same way one proves (A.2). 
B. We now consider integrals of the form (see e.g. (13)) : 

Br a 

where a, ,!I and y belong to three arbitrary channels Cn, Co and C,. 
In order for the integral between square brackets, which we denote by 

F(b), to exist, we impose the following conditions on cpa(+) and d(a), g(y). 
(for explicit formula’s for 3-particle systems, see section 5) : 

Conditio~~s: co&(+) is Holder continuous (H.C.) in (1, a) 

d(a) and g(y) are H.C. with finite support. 
Then F(p) exists for all /3, since integration over the angles of a leaves a H.C. 

function in (@, Ed). This statement is true because d(a) has finite support. 
The remaining integration over E@ can then be performed. F(p) is even H.C. 
in /3 (for a proof we can use the theorem of Privalov-Plemeljs)). 

If F(p) is in L2, Is F(p) <yip> gives a Ls-function of y. InI of (B.l), the 
subsequent integration over y is then defined since we have the scalar 
product of two Ls-functions. 

In order that F(p) . IS in L2 it is sufficient that in the case of 3 particles 
\ciz)I < ME;~ for EB + 00, if a is restricted to a finite domain. In theorem 
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(9.2) sub 1 Faddeevs) proves more generally that for 3 particles F(B) is 

in L2. We have therefore proved that under very general conditions for 

coIY(+) the function I(t) exists for all t. We must now consider the limit 
t+JicXX 

B I. If the channels Co and Cy are equal, <r//3> = S(y - p), the bound 

states if present drop away by integration, and (B. 1) reduces to : 

We will now prove that I(t) = J(t) with 

J(t) = e’~(~r-Ea)t s ED - &a - io g*(B) cad+) 44 P.3) 
E0-Ea a6 

where the prime indicates that we integrate only over the angles in c(, ,!I and 

over en, but with fixed ~0 - Em. The expression in (B.3) exists, since the 
numerator in (B.5) is Holder continuous in (~0 - Ed). We must therefore 
show that in the limit E J 0 the integral: 

je”““g*(B)[jc(B,a)d(a)e-“.“(~~_~~_~~ - EO_~~_io) 

B c( 

tends to zero. For this purpose it is sufficient to prove that 

approaches zero uniformly in p. Integration over the angles of a gives (all 
for fixed t). 

K(B, E,T) = ’ G(angles of ,& ~0, Ed,) 
J ( 

1 1 

&fl - &@s - i& &@ - &a - io > 
ckx, 

where G is H.C. in all its variables. 

It can then indeed be shown that jrt(p, &)I can be made smaller then 
any given number and uniformly in /3 by taking E small enough. This proves 
I(t) = J(t) for all t. 

In order to apply (A.2) to (B.3) we must first show that 

H(Q - &a) =a/g*(B) c(B> a) d(a) (B.4) 

is H.C. in ED - E~ and has finite support. The latter follows from the fact 
that both g(p) and d(cr) have finite support. 

To prove the H.C. for H( ~0 - ca) we note that repeated integration in 
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(B.4) is permitted. The integration over the angles of cc gives a H.C. function 

in &a because the surface in a-space of E a = constant is bounded. This 
follows from the fact that d(a) has finite support. In the same way we see 
that the integration over the angles of ,!3 gives a H.C. function in ~0. By 

changing the last variables (Ed, ep) to (Ed, ~0 - Ed) we still have a H.C. 

function in eL1 and ~0 - ea. 
Integration over ear for fixed ~0 - E~ leaves us with H(E~ - .sa) which is 

then H.C. Application of (A.2) to (B.3) now gives 

lim I(t) = 
2niJg*(p) c(@, a) d(a) B(E~ - EJ for t -+ +oc 
o aB 

for t-t-co (B.5) 

B II. If Co is different from Cy, the integral in (B.l) will give zero for 

t -+ fm. We will prove this with the Liemann-Lebesgue theorem. As in 
B I the limit E 1 0 which is implied in (B I) can be taken before all integrat- 
tions. Repeated integration is again permitted. The reason here is different 
from the reason in the case B I. There the integrand was finite and con- 

tinuous. Here, however, the integrand contains the Fourier transforms of 
the bound state wave functions and these are not necessarily continuous. 
Repeated integration in nevertheless permitted by a theorem on Lebesque 

integrations) if the integrand is in L’. This condition is indeed satisfied 

since our integrand is a product of two L2 functions. 
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